Testing the Permanent Income Hypothesis among Food Stamp Recipients.
Edition No. 1

Description: The permanent income hypothesis (PIH) posits that consumers decide how much money to spend in a given period based on a rational assessment of future income. They react to unusual events by borrowing or saving as necessary in order to “smooth” their consumption across time. Is this model an accurate picture of how households make their spending decisions? Specifically, can low-income households on welfare smooth their consumption, even though borrowing and saving could be quite difficult? A detailed survey of food stamp recipients conducted in San Diego County in 1990 is used to explore the relationship between a household's expected future income and its spending behavior in the present on food, clothing, and other items. Key implications of the PIH are tested by decomposing households' income into permanent and transitory components, a method that not has been used in other PIH literature in such a manner. An interesting finding is also made regarding these households' ability to spend more than they receive. This analysis reveals important insights for anyone interested in the implications of the PIH, or in learning how America's welfare population manages its spending.
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